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Abstract: In the last decades, several researches on crocodilians have been carried out with a 

genetic focus from a macro-evolutionary perspective that has defined the phylogenies that we 

know so far; or from a micro-evolutionary approach that has determined the genetic 

conservation status of populations of different species at the local level. However, 

interspecific hybridization processes have a significant influence at both evolutionary levels 

(e.g. reticulation, divergence, speciation, phylogeographic continuum, introgression, variable 

genetic diversity, etc.) and they have been greatly underestimated, which can lead to the 

erroneous determination of phylogenies due to semi-permeability in species boundaries. Our 

objective was to identify if there is a pattern of hybridization between Caiman yacare and 

Caiman latirostris in the southernmost distribution of crocodilians in the American continent 

(South America) and compare it with the hybridization processes that we have studied in 

Mexico (North America). Our results determined the existence of a hybridization pattern 

between both species (using maximum likelihood and Bayesian analysis); with a marked 

hybrid zone that is potentially wider due to the large distribution of both species in South 

America. This hybridization process is bidirectional with potentially fertile offspring. From 

our mtDNA analysis it is not possible to determinate if this is an ancestral hybridization 

process or not. This comparison of the hybridization processes between crocodiles from the 

north and south of the continent allows us to infer that the hybridization processes between 

crocodilians have great potential to expansion of hybrid zone and possible displacement of 

non-admixed species. On the other hand, it confirms that hybridization processes between 

crocodilians are more common than we think, highlighting the approach that we must address 

in sympatry areas between species that can potentially hybridize in Central and South 

America and attending to the evolutionary effects of hybridization as a natural process in 

wildlife. 
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